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Ongoing Service &  
Support Agreement
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You want to make the best choices in life, especially 
with your money. That means having a clear idea of 
what you want, what is important to you, and what will 
make life better and safer for you and your loved ones.  

Your circumstances and needs may change over time, so 

we need to review your finances regularly. This ensures 

continued suitability and that you remain on target to 

achieve your goals.  

We therefore offer a range of on-going services so that 

you can select that which suits your needs. These service 

propositions govern how and when we contact you, and 

the costs involved. Together, we will agree which service 

meets your needs best.

Giving You Peace of  
Mind, Every Time
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Our firm brings together under one 
roof the experience and expertise 
of some of the UK’s most highly 
qualified financial and tax advisers. 
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Financial, 
tax and trust 
expertise 
for planning 
your future
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Our Service Propositions

*There may be an additional cost, agreed in advance.

**Depending on frequency and nature of enquiries, there may be a fee, agreed in advance.

If you only require our services on an ad-hoc basis, you will not receive any of the above and 
we will need to agree fees as and when you need advice and services.

Premium  
Financial  
Review 

Financial  
Review
Service 

Investment  
Monitoring  
Service 

Annual  
Support  
Service 

Meetings As required Annual
Available on 

request*

Available on 

request*

Annual valuation P P P P

Ad hoc valuations As requested
Limited to two  

a year

Available on 

request*

Available on 

request*

Access to generic  
ad hoc advice P P Limited** Limited**

Access to our client 
support team 

Unlimited Unlimited Limited** Limited**

Investment monitoring P P P
Optional, 
subject to 
agreement*

Access to risk assessed 
investment solutions P P P O

Peace of mind annual 
suitability report P P O O

Access to tax and trust 
specialists P P O O

Goal planning and 
cashflow forecasting, 
as appropriate

P P O O

Fee-free ISA service P O O O

These propositions are backed by the knowledge, expertise and experience of some of the UK’s 

most highly qualified independent financial advisers and tax consultants. 
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A Brief Overview of Our Ongoing Services 

Full Financial Review Service
Suitable if you have varied financial planning needs and 

a portfolio of around £500,000. We will continually 

address changes to your circumstances and goals, and 

external factors such as tax or legal changes that might 

impact you and your investments. We can meet, speak 

or video conference to discuss these matters annually.

Premium Financial Review Service
Ideal if you have complex, multiple financial planning 

needs; a portfolio over £500,000; and or would benefit 

from our expertise alongside third-party professionals, 

which would include accountants and solicitors. You 

will receive a full and proactive financial review service; 

valuations whenever you need them; and you can meet 

us or discuss your needs at any time.

By choosing one of the 
Review Services, you 
agree to engage with 
us regularly, and inform 
us of changes in your 
circumstances, needs 
and goals by completing 
our digital or paper-
based fact find before 
each meeting.

Annual Support Service
Suitable if you have straightforward financial affairs and prefer to receive a light touch annual 

service.  Your needs may be limited to a specific area or would like to contact us once in a while 

with adhoc queries.  All support and servicing is provided remotely by a dedicated team of 

telephone-based consultants.

Our optional Investment Monitoring Service is a cost-effective solution for those whose focus is 

on the monitoring of their investments (providing you are in one of our risk assessed investment 

solutions) and as part of this service we will communicate with you when we feel a change is 

required.

By agreement, you will also have access to meetings and formal annual reviews should your needs, 

objectives or circumstances change.
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Investment Monitoring Service
Our Investment Monitoring Service is a cost-effective solution for those whose financial planning 

requirements are relatively straightforward.  This means that we will monitor the investments 

you hold with us and – providing you are in one of our risk assessed investment solutions – 

communicate with you when we feel a change is required.  

The Investment Monitoring and Annual Support Services do not automatically 
include an ongoing assessment of your circumstances, needs and objectives. 
This means we will not be able to confirm whether your financial plans remain 
appropriate. Advice on financial planning matters may be chargeable, as may other 
optional services mentioned above. We will agree any costs with you in advance.

Suitable if you only require advice or support for a one-off transaction and are happy to take 

ongoing responsibility for your financial affairs. You can contact us whenever you need further 

advice, with any costs agreed in advance.

Costs 
Our standard charge for ongoing services is usually 0.75% of the funds we manage or oversee. 

This is subject to minimums to cover our costs in providing these services. We would discuss this 

in detail with you and confirm the arrangements that best suit your circumstances, in writing, 

before proceeding.

Your Obligations
We will require you to provide us with up-to-date and accurate information about your 

circumstances and financial planning goals before our annual meeting. You will need to use our 

paper-based or digital fact find, which we will send you in advance.

Transactional Service
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020 3376 1444

info@blackstonemoregate.com

9th Floor, 30 Crown Place, London EC2A 4EB

www.blackstonemoregate.com 

Contact Us

Blackstone Moregate, FPW and Winsec are trading names of Blackstone Moregate Ltd, which is authorised and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.  FCA Registration No. 459051.


